
2) the writer's 
understanding of the situations

1) refusal to get involved 
in the American society

3) consequences of 
the catastrophe

4) various cultures

In Palestine, we have a common culture, but in New York, there are various cultures.

She was annoyed, but now she understands her aunt's feeling and that she was clinging to the way of life 

that had been taken from her.
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this question from unit 11



thought it was adventure 

hated everything about America

managed fairly well

never got used to the life in America and clung to her culture

the aunt's stubborn attitude 
the writer's parents Palestine



They must craft and send ....................................written.

coworkers, customers and potential clients

 carefully worded.........................subject.

Technology
 a business manager

 help receivers digest the enclosed information and requests
enhanced producivity

miniml amount of wasted resourses

on show
attempt

amateur
bald

fees

fantasy
convinced

running
on the market

this question from unit 11expatriates

Because it is convenient, reliable and effecient.

They should provide answers and data that are useful to the recipients  based on what he\she stated initially

optimal cooperation, 
 developing a professional reputation 

1) high tech practices
2) text messaging, emailing, scanning & skyping

or



put up
came across

participate in
ran into

aware of

underconfident
misleading 

cowriters
copilot

misbehave

do not think
had had

1) are disappearing
2) disappear 

note: the best answer is (are you going to do) but we choose the first option which
 expresses near future only because the second is completely worng.

not to buy \ against buying
to look

meeting

The teacher punished the students because they were making noise.
The teacher punished the students because they had made noise.

As soon as I went home I took a shower. or I took a shower as soon as I went home.

As soon as I had gone home I took a shower.



 he had not been very careless when he had been studying at the university. 

What kind of music do you prefer?

How long have you been working in this company?

this question from unit 11

this question from 
       unit 11must have left

doesn't she
are they

We'd better have\get the letter checked before ..............

You'd better have\get the car serviced.The engine...........

seeing
do not agree

note: (ing) with (see) is OK here
 because it is a noun not a verb

has she

if I had been at the party with my father. 

eating much chocolate. 

should have contacted
must be  or \ shouldn't have been






